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SUMMER 2019 
BIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR 

 
ADAM NICOLSON    The Making of Poetry   (336pp) £25 
Portrait of a year in the young lives of Coleridge & Wordsworth: of creativity & passion  

ANNE DE COURCY    Chanel’s Riviera   (304pp)  £20 
Lives & excesses of the Côte d’Azur elite in the 1930’s & 40’s with Coco Chanel at its heart 

CATHERINE BAILEY   The Lost Boys   (480pp) £20 
Story of Fey von Hassell,  ‘special’ prisoner of the SS, & her young sons separated in 1944 

URSULA BUCHAN    Beyond the Thirty-Nine Steps   (512pp) £25 
Novelist, diplomat, MP & barrister: the incomparable John Buchan by his granddaughter  

MICHAEL WATERHOUSE    The Churchill who Saved Blenheim   (256pp) £25 
More sinned against than sinning? The life of Sunny, 9th Duke of Marlborough  

CITA STELZER  Working with Winston  (400pp)  £20 
Churchill: as revealed through the oral testimonies of the women who worked for him 

BERNARD INGHAM    The Bernard Ingham Diaries   (368pp) £20 
From January 1989 to December 1990: ‘the long slow assassination’ of Margaret Thatcher  

PAUL STRATHERN    The Borgias   (400pp) £25 
The infamous family, their rise & fall, related to the time & world which saw them flourish 

SARAH WATLING    Noble Savages: The Olivier Sisters   (416pp) £25 
Intimates of Rupert Brooke, Virginia Woolf & Gwen Ravarat: emancipated, beautiful, wild  

ADAM SISMAN    The Professor and the Parson   (240pp) £12.99 
Odd story of Hugh Trevor-Roper’s odyssey to uncover the truth about a bigamous cleric 
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JOHN GUY    Gresham’s Law   (320pp) £25 
Thomas Gresham: Elizabeth I’s cool, calculating banker/spy who freed England from debt  

GEOFFREY PARKER    Emperor: A New Life of Charles V   (760pp) £25 
Re-evaluation of the life & reign of the ruler of the first transatlantic empire 

SOPHIE THÉRÈSE AMBLER    The Song of Simon de Montfort   (368pp) £20 
Warrior knight who overthrew Henry III & ruled England with his revolutionary council  

DEIRDRE MURPHY    The Young Victoria   (224pp) £35 
Draws on unpublished sources & images to shed new light on her childhood & youth  

ANTONY WEDGWOOD    Tom Wedgwood at Waterloo   (160pp)  £15 
Grandson of the potter & entrepreneur: letters & journals from the Waterloo campaign 

DIANA SCARISBRICK    Margaret de Flahaut  (328pp) £30 
Scottish wife of a French diplomat, her correspondence brings the Napoleonic era to life  

TOBY FABER    Faber & Faber: The Untold Story   (448pp)  £20 
Marks the publisher’s 90 years with letters, minutes, memoirs & diaries from their archive 

OLIVER SODEN    Michael Tippitt   (768pp) £25 
Drawing on unpublished letters & manuscripts, first biography of the visionary composer  

TONY RUSHMER    The Triumph of Henry Cecil   (336pp) £20 
The victorious return of a racehorse training genius from professional & personal decline  

ROBERT A CARO    Working   (240pp) £20 
Biographer & journalist on the process of research & writing, including ‘Lyndon Johnson’  

LARA PRIOR-PALMER    Rough Magic   (320pp) £16.99 
A young woman’s grit & determination to take part in - & win – the Mongol Derby  

JONATHAN PHILLIPS    The Life and Legend of the Sultan Saladin   (496pp) £25 
Examines the personal qualities on which his reputation rests & his legacy today  

NIGEL HAMILTON    War and Peace   (528pp) £25 
Franklin D Roosevelt from D-Day to Yalta: architect of the peace he would not live to see 

JACK FAIRWEATHER    The Volunteer   (528pp) £20 
Witold Pilecki’s mission: to infiltrate Auschwitz, to report on its atrocities & save lives  

OWEN MATTHEWS    An Impeccable Spy   (448pp) £25 
Life & treachery of Richard Sorge, Stalin’s formidable spy in Germany, China & Japan  

LAURA CUMMING    On Chapel Sands   (320pp) £16.99 
Memoir from the art critic & author of ‘The Vanishing Man’  

PHILIP MANSEL    King of the World: The Life of Louis XIV   (640pp) July £30 
Drawing on new research, a detailed portrait of a flawed but magnetic monarch  

DUNCAN HAMILTON    The Great Romantic   (400pp) July £20 
The surprising background & life of cricket’s great commentator Neville Cardus  

OLIVIA POTTS    A Half Baked Idea   (368pp) July £14.99 
The ‘Spectator’ columnist’s decision to desert the criminal bar for the baker’s oven  
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HISTORY & POLITICS  

 
THOMAS GRANT    Court Number One   (448pp) £25 
The Old Bailey & the trials that defined our social & moral history from Haw Haw to Ellis 

JAMES PEILL    Glorious Goodwood  (336pp) £25 
Portrait of a house & its inhabitants as well as the sports that make it an iconic setting   

FREDERICK TAYLOR    1939: A People’s History  (368pp) £25 
Examines the disconnect between people & government which led to war nobody wanted 

BARRY TURNER    Waiting for War   (368pp) £20 
September ‘39 - May ‘40: intense political & military activity yet a troubled Home Front  

JAMES HOLLAND    Normandy ‘44   (720pp) £25 
Truth behind the D-Day myth: a brutal, violent campaign with huge casualties  

DAVID KENYON    Bletchley Park and D-Day   (320pp) £18.99 
Key role played by the intelligence agency in the planning of the Normandy campaign  

SARAH ROSE    D-Day Girls   (400pp) £20 
Stories of three women who swopped everyday life to become extraordinary SOE agents  

PETER CADDICK-ADAMS    Sand and Steel   (1072pp) £35 
New history of D-Day from the year-long preparations to the role of the Home Front  

LEO DAMROSCH    The Club   (488pp) £20 
Reynolds, Burke, Johnson & Boswell: centre of an 18C dining club which met each Friday 

RICK ATKINSON    The British are Coming   (800pp) £25 
The American War of Independence, from Lexington to Princeton. A narrative history  

GARETH RUSSELL    The Darksome Bounds of a Failing World   (464pp) £25 
The decline of the Edwardian era as seen through the prism of the sinking of the Titanic  

CHRISTOPHER HULL    Our Man Down in Havana   (352pp) £19.99 
History behind Greene’s satirical spy novel: its pivotal time & place in the author’s life  

DAVID EIMER    A Savage Dreamland   (384pp) £20 
The story of modern Burma told through the voices of its people, as it struggles to change  

JOHN MAN    Barbarians at the Wall   (336pp) £20 
History of the Mongol forebears – the Hun – who unified China & built the first Wall  
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CHRISTOPHER TYERMAN    The World of the Crusades   (520pp) £25 
How mediaeval warfare functioned & the material objects that conditioned it  

KATIE HICKMAN    She-Merchants, Buccaneers and Gentlewomen   (400pp) £20 
The first British women to set foot in India: the bakers, dressmakers, maids & Memsahibs 

JOHN BARTON    A History of the Bible   (640pp) £25 
Its evolution, dissemination, translation & interpretation - as a work of faith & literature  

KAREN ARMSTRONG    The Lost Art of Scripture   (560pp) £25 
How Holy books have been demoted from being ‘spiritual tools’ to endorse arbitrary ‘law’  

GRAHAM FARMELO   The Universe Speaks in Numbers   (236pp) £20 
History of an underlying harmonious order appreciated by physicists & mathematicians  

JARED DIAMOND    Upheaval (512pp) £25 
Following his books ‘Guns, Germs & Steel’ & ‘Collapse’: how nations recover from crisis  

MAREK KOHN    Four Words for Friend   (264pp) £20 
Vital importance of plural language use in our world: to understand others & ourselves  

JAMES LOVELOCK    Novacene: Coming Age of Hyperintelligence  (160pp) £14.99 
The creator of the Gaia hypothesis on the future of life on earth  

FLORIAN HUBER    Promise Me You’ll Shoot Yourself   (304pp) £20 
Fear? Guilt? Why did so many ordinary Germans commit suicide at the end of WWII?  

MARK B SMITH    The Russia Anxiety   (480pp) £25 
How history might explain the mixed emotions Russia evokes: from fear to admiration  

ROBERT MORRISON    The Regency Revolution   (368pp)  £20 
The colourful, chaotic decade of the Regency as Britain emerged into the Modern Age   

TOBIAS BUCK    After the Fall   (320pp) July £20 
Problems & challenges faced by Spain today: in Catalonia, Andalucía, Barcelona & Madrid 

JACK STRAW    The English Job   (336pp) July £20 
How the Iran-Iraq War of the 1980’s soured Iran’s relationship with the West  

JERRY TONER    Infamy: The Crimes of Ancient Rome   (320pp) July £16.99 
Was Rome’s rotten reputation well-founded? Discover all in a horrible history for adults 

LYNNE OLSON    Madame Fourcade’s Secret War   (448pp) July £22 
Alliance: a vast secret Resistance organisation in Vichy France & the woman who ran it 

STEPHEN P KERSHAW    Barbarians   (592pp) July £20 
Rome through the eyes of those who opposed its dominance: from Atilla to Boudicca 

JUSTIN MAROZZI    Islamic Empires   (464pp) August £25 
Focusing on fifteen cities at defining moments of Islamic history - from Mecca to Kabul  

RICHARD M EATON    India in the Persianate Age 1000-1765   (512pp) August £30 
How cultural assimilation infiltrated all facets of Indian life from art & attire to cuisine  

EVAN MAWDSLEY    The War for the Seas  (568pp) August £25 
A maritime history of WWII bringing lesser known conflicts & combatants into focus  
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ART, ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN  

 
ROY STRONG    The Elizabethan Image   (224pp) £35 
Examination of the great age of portraiture & the richness of the Elizabethan imagination 

NICKY HASLAM    The Impatient Pen: Printed Matter   (240pp) £22.99 
The interior designer & society darling’s critiques, commentaries & reviews 

JOHN RICHARDSON    At Home   (224pp) £45 
Late-lamented art historian & biographer of Picasso shares stories from a well-lived life  

NICHOLAS FOULKES    Ira: The Life and Times of a Princess   (240pp) £50 
Photo-biography of Princess Ira von Furstenberg: actress, model, muse  

PHAIDON    Interiors: The Greatest Rooms of the Century   (448pp) £59.95 
400 rooms organised by designer: from Nancy Lancaster to Karim Rashid 

SUZY MENKES ET AL   Yves Saint Laurent: Catwalk   (632pp) £48 
A chronological celebration of the couture house & its collections from 1962-2002 

LEE BEARD    Ben Nicholson: Writings and Ideas   (160pp) £35 
Selection of both his published & unpublished writing & correspondence. Illustrated  

VAL MCDERMID    My Scotland  (192pp) £20 
The crime writer on the landscapes which have influenced her writing  

JULIEN BITOUN    50 Years: The Story of Woodstock Live   (240pp) £30 
Celebrating the festival’s half century, from Hendrix to The Who in word & picture  

QUENTIN BLAKE ET AL   Ludwig Bemelmans  (112pp) £18.95 
An illustrated essay marking the life & achievements of the creator of ‘Madeline’  

ELIZABETH WILLIAMSON ET AL    Sussex: West   (800pp) £35 
From Arundel to Petworth, a new volume in the revised Buildings of England series 

CHRISTOPHER SOMERVILLE    Ships of Heaven   (352pp) £20 
The Cathedrals of Britain. Not just bastions of tradition but survivors of history’s turmoil  

HUGH ST CLAIR    A Lesson in Art and Life   (232pp) £30 
Cedric Morris & Arthur Lett-Haines, central figures in the British art scene for fifty years 

PETER GRIMSDALE    High Performance: When Britain Ruled the Road   (336pp) £20 
From Jaguar to the Mini: the post-war success of Britain’s cars in sport & design 
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FOOD, GARDENING & TRAVEL  

 
ROBERT MACFARLANE    Underland: A Deep Time Journey  (496pp) £20 
From Greenland’s glaciers to the underground networks trees use to communicate  

GRISELDA KERR    The Apprehensive Gardener  (288pp) £16.99 pbk 
Designed for constant, quick reference: how to rescue your ‘dismal-looking’ plants 

NIGEL DUNNETT    Naturalistic Planting Design   (240pp) £35 
Create a garden rich in variety, sustainable, good for the environment & easy to maintain 

NIGEL SLATER    Greenfeast   (336pp) £22 
First in a pair of seasonal vegetarian cook books: simple spring & summer recipes 

RUKMINI IYER    The Quick Roasting Tin   (240pp) £16.99 
Seventy-five recipes that take less than ten minutes to prepare & thirty minutes to cook  

SABRINA GHAYOUR    Bazaar   (240pp) £26 
From the author of ‘Persiana’, a collection of vegetarian dishes from the East  

MARK HIX    Hooked   (272pp) £20 
Life-long passion for fishing expeditions, the catch & the cooking  

VANESSA BERRIDGE    Kiftsgate Court Gardens   (192pp) £40 
A Cotswold garden tended, developed & loved by three generations of women  

SIMON BARNES    On the Marsh   (352pp) £16.99 
The erstwhile sports journalist on his imaginative & moving rewilding project in Norfolk 

CHARLOTTE BROOKS    RHS Botanical Illustration   (256pp) £30 
Features sixty gold medal winning botanical artists from across the globe  

PETER WOHLLEBEN    Walks in the Wild   (272pp) £14.99 
By the author of ‘The Hidden Life of Trees’, a seasonal guide to enjoying woodland walks  

FELICITY CLOAKE    One More Croissant for the Road   (288pp) £14.99 
Part memoir, part travelogue, 100% celebration of French cuisine. With recipes -of course  

TOM CHESSHYRE    Slow Trains to Venice   (320pp) £16.99 
Freedom of the tracks. Escaping the rat race, the author meanders across Europe by rail 

RICHARD HAMILTON    Tangier   (304pp) £20 
From the Romans to the Rolling Stones: a portrait of that crucible of creativity & charm  
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FICTION, THRILLERS & A SPOT OF POETRY  

 
VASILY GROSSMAN    Stalingrad: A Novel   (992pp) £25 
Soviet era’s ‘War & Peace’ finally translated into English. Completes author’s ‘Life & Fate’  

MICK HERRON    Joe Country   (352pp) £14.99 
Bad memories haunt the inmates of Slough House.  A Jackson Lamb thriller 

LAURA BEATTY    Lost Property   (272pp) £14.99 
Can a journey through Europe’s history help a couple understand modern Britain? 

MADELEINE BUNTING    Island Song   (400pp) £12.99 
A daughter uncovers her mother’s secret life during the German occupation of Guernsey 

JEANETTE WINTERSON    Frankissstein   (352pp) £16.99 
The past lends life to the work of the present & future as Ry Shelley meets Victor Stein  

MARK HADDON    The Porpoise   (336pp) £18.99 
A young woman, a protective father & the consolations of storytelling. Myth-filled story  

ANDREW MARTIN    The Winker   (272pp) £16.99 
London, Oxford, Paris, Nice. An unusual killer is at large: to catch his eye is death..... 

LOUISA TREGER    The Dragon Lady   (320pp) £16.99 
Based on the remarkable life of Virginia Courtauld: hostess, socialite, philanthropist 

KATE ATKINSON    Big Sky   (368pp) £20 
Jackson Brodie, a ‘semi-retired’ investigator, returns to solve mysteries - all save his own 

THOMAS KENEALLY    The Book of Science and Antiquities   (336pp) £20 
Two men, two lives, 42,000 years apart. But how very different is their experience of life? 

ANNE HOLT    A Grave for Two   (464pp) £17.99 
New Nordic crime series featuring lawyer Selma Falck. Murder stalks an Olympic skier.... 

DESMOND BAGLEY    Domino Island   (400pp) £14.99 
Insurance investigator Bill Kemp is sent to the Caribbean to investigate a dodgy death  

JILL DAWSON    The Language of Birds   (272pp) £18.99 
Inspired by the Lord Lucan scandal but with Mandy/Sandra as its vulnerable human heart  

OLIVER HARRIS    A Shadow Intelligence   (432pp) £14.99 
Elliott Kane is a ‘backroom’ boy at MI6 until someone he loves is kidnapped in Kurdistan  
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ALAN JUDD    Accidental Agent   (272pp) £14.99 
Charles Thoroughgood, Chief of MI6, ‘turns agent’ to spy on the EU. A topical thriller 

TONY PARSONS    #taken: Wrong time. Wrong place. Wrong girl   (416pp) £12.99 
The wrong person is kidnapped & detective Max Wolfe is charged to find her. Will he? 

HOWARD JACOBSON   Live a Little   (288pp) £18.99 
What is it like to fall in love in your 90’s? From the author of ‘The Finkler Question’  

SUJATA MASSY   The Satapur Moonstone   (360pp) £18.99 
1922: a Maharajah & his son die in suspicious circumstances. Perveen Mistry investigates 

ANDREI MAKINE    The Archipelago of Another Life   (240pp)  £14.99 pbk 
A fugitive is on the run in the forests of Eastern Russia, the Red Army on his trail  

JOHN BETJEMAN    Harvest Bells: New & Uncollected Poems   (240pp) £16.99 
Some published in magazines & journals, some never printed at all – until now  

NAOMI WOOD    The Hiding Game   (352pp) July £14.99 
Tale of love & rivalry set in the Bauhaus art school as external political tensions increase.... 

CHRISTOBEL KENT    A Secret Life   (352pp) July £18.99 
A ladies’ night turns into something rather sinister  

S G MACLEAN    The Bear Pit   (416pp) July £18.99 
London 1656 & an assassin prepares to strike at the heart of Oliver Cromwell’s Republic  

DEBORAH LEVY   The Man who Saw Everything   (208pp) August £14.99 
1989 & 2016. One man, two car accidents but which is the real story & the real Saul Adler? 

GYLES BRANDRETH ED.    Dancing by the Light of the Moon   (320pp) Sept £14.99 
Over 250 much loved poems from the classics to the modern, all with enjoyment in mind 
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We are a short and pleasant walk from Barnes Bridge or Barnes railway stations 
A separate list of recommendations for children (of all ages) is available on request 

To order any of the books in the 
catalogue or for other suggestions 
contact us at: 

Barnes Bookshop 
60 Church Road 
London 
SW13 0DQ 
 
Tel: 020 8741 0786 
Email: books@barnesbookshop.com 
 


